注意事項：
一、本試題共有50題，每題均須作答，總分100分。
二、請於答案卷中作答，否則不予計分。
三、答案卷上請用藍色或黑色筆繕寫，不得使用鉛筆。
四、作答時請先標明題號橫式書寫。

字彙與片語
1. I’m _____ that I can do well on my English final exam this Friday.
   A) clever      B) positive
   C) intelligent     D) bright

2. Could you please _____ my backpack? I’ll be back shortly.
   A) kick out     B) point out
   C) keep an eye on    D) listen to

3. All that hard work and training really _____.
   A) got off     B) paid off
   C) put off     D) turn off

4. Please _____ yourself to more juice.
   A) pass       B) make
   C) help      D) give

5. John _____ her grandparents last weekend.
   A) offered     B) appeared
   C) traveled     D) visited

6. My _____ include a sore throat and a runny nose.
   A) suggestions     B) reasons
   C) symptoms       D) injuries

7. If you _____ thirty percent, I will buy this dress.
   A) cut out     B) reduce to
   C) take off    D) get back

8. We need to buy _____ for our new house.
   A) future     B) furniture
   C) feather     D) features

9. Let’s _____ a party to celebrate your engagement!
   A) turn       B) throw
   C) tear       D) tie

10. People usually _____ summer with beaches and ice cream.
    A) associate     B) assume
    C) apply       D) appoint
11. How can you keep eating? We are all _____.
   A) reserved    B) packed
   C) knocked     D) stuffed

12. Would you _____ me to take out the trash this evening?
   A) remind      B) revere
   C) resist      D) reply

13. Are there any _____ I must meet in order to be accepted into this school?
   A) commands    B) requirements
   C) advertisements D) itineraries

14. Can we stop by the Laundromat and _____ my laundry on the way home?
   A) clean out    B) get down
   C) hand in      D) pick up

15. I beg your _____. Do you have the time?
   A) pardon       B) excuse
   C) favor        D) assistance

文法與閱讀

Last year, David and his family moved to Korea for his Ph.D. studies. He __(16)__ in Taiwan his entire life before moving to Korea. David was upset because he had great friends in Taiwan. A few months after his family moved, David __(17)__ new friends. After he began his new school life, David started practicing to be __(18)__ the baseball team. Now David’s best buddies are in Korea. __(19)__ he made new friends, David’s life has been better. He still visits his friends in Taiwan, but he doesn’t miss his life there __(20)__. He is glad to have good friends in both places.

16. A) has lived     B) lived
    C) had lived     D) lives

17. A) started to making   B) start making
    C) started to make    D) starts making

18. A) at       B) with
    C) on        D) over

19. A) Ever since   B) Even though
    C) Furthermore  D) Although

20. A) no more     B) no longer
     C) anymore     D) anyway

Many Japanese artists are hugely popular in Taiwan. One of these is twenty-one-year-old singer and songwriter, Hirary Utada. Fans __(21)__ her new single while still __(22)__ hits such as “First Love” and “Automatic.” The album First Love __(23)__ pop music history in Japan, selling nine million copies. Utada __(24)__ around music. Her father was a musician and music producer, and her mother was a __(25)__ singer of Japanese ballads. Her next album will be released in English, which should help her become a superstar outside of Asia.
21. A) have been awaited  B) are awaiting
   C) are awaited  D) has been awaiting

22. A) enjoy  B) has been enjoying
   C) enjoys  D) enjoying

23. A) made  B) makes
   C) had been made  D) was made

24. A) grew up  B) growing up
   C) have grown up  D) grows up

25. A) popular  B) so popular
   C) much popular  D) many popular

文法與會話

26. A: “Are you sure you don’t want to go to the movies tonight?”
   B: “I can’t. I have ___________.
   A) too many homeworks  B) too much homeworks
   C) too many homework  D) too much homework

27. A: “I’m looking for something to eat.”
   B: “There’s ___________ meat in the refrigerator.”
   A) a little  B) a few
   C) a little of  D) a few of

28. A: “Where are the hamburgers?”
   B: “Over there. And the bowls of fruit ___________ on the table.”
   A) are  B) is
   C) has  D) have

29. A: “How are you feeling?”
   B: “I have been feeling much better since ___________.
   A) the doctor has come  B) the doctor comes
   C) the doctor came  D) the doctor had come

   B: “That movie makes me ___________.
   A) scary  B) scaring
   C) scare  D) scared

31. A: “Why have you decided to go back to school?”
   B: “I’m tired ___________ as a technician.
   A) for working  B) of working
   C) to working  D) at working

32. A: “Could you help me for a while?”
   B: “Sure. Tell me what ___________ me to do.”
   A) you want  B) do you want
   C) do want you  D) you do want
33. A: “I need to buy a pack of cigarettes from the store.”
B: “I wish you __________.”
A) would stop to smoke  B) would stop smoking  
C) stop to smoke  D) stops smoking

34. A: “What happened to Cindy’s new car?”
B: “No sooner __________ it than someone ran into her.”
A) had she bought  B) did she bought  
C) she bought  D) she had bought

35. A: “How’s your homework coming?”
B: “I haven’t gotten very far __________ it.”
A) about  B) for  
C) on  D) of

閱讀測驗

Come on down to John’s Computer Warehouse! This week only, we are having a huge sale on our laptops. You could save thousands of dollars! All Asus, Acer, IBM, and HP laptops are on sale at crazy prices and Sony laptops are 10 percent off! Plus, if you pay in full this week, we will include a free CD burner. Act now because these prices are only good until Sunday evening at 6:00. Help us celebrate our first decade in business. With your assistance, there will be many more! We are located at 800 Fushin Boulevard. Check out our Web site at www.johnscomputers.com. See you this week!

36. How do you get a free CD burner?
A) You should buy a laptop on Sunday.
B) You must purchase your laptop before next week.
C) You need to pay the total of your bill this week.
D) You must help celebrate the first decade of business this week.

37. How long has John’s Computer Warehouse been in business?
A) ten years  
B) this week only  
C) until this Sunday at 6:00  
D) one year

38. When is the sale finished?
A) It ends next Sunday at 6:00.
B) It will be finished every day at 6:00.
C) The sale is over at the end of the week.
D) The sale finishes at the end of next decade.
39. How can you find this store based on the information in the ad?
   A) Make a phone call.
   B) Check the Web site
   C) Find 800 boulevards
   D) Go to a warehouse

40. All laptops are on a big sale except ________.
   A) HP
   B) IBM
   C) Asus
   D) Sony

   Has it ever occurred to you why people in most Asian countries use chopsticks to eat their meals, while most westerners use knives and forks? In fact, what people use to eat their food can tell us something interesting about different cultural values. Countries that use chopsticks tend to emphasize skill of the fingers. This value on skill with detail also enabled them to create complicated characters. On the other hand, countries that use knives and forks put more stress on strength. What’s more, cultures where people eat with their hands seem to care less about the rituals of eating.

41. What is the main idea of this passage?
   A) Relating what people eat with the values of different cultures.
   B) Examining different food cultures.
   C) Examining eating habits in different countries.
   D) Relating what people use to eat with the values of different cultures.

42. According to the passage, what is not a trait of Chinese culture?
   A) Ritualized eating is important
   B) Eating is plain necessity.
   C) People are trained to do complicated things with their fingers.
   D) People are trained to value skill with detail.

43. What does the passage suggest about countries which use knives and forks?
   A) They are lazy compared to Asian countries.
   B) They see eating as less ritualized.
   C) Physical strength is valued.
   D) They have more choice when it comes to eating.

44. Which of the following jobs requires the most skill with detail?
   A) Cutting down a tree
   B) Rowing a boat
   C) Doing needlework
   D) Drawing a picture

45. Which of the following countries do not use chopsticks to eat?
   A) India
   B) Korea
   C) China
   D) Japan
Traveling in an unfamiliar area can either be an exciting adventure or an unfortunate disaster. Often it is easy to use public transportation in popular cities. If not, you can rent a car. Knowing the right questions to ask can save you a lot of trouble when reserving a vehicle. Begin by asking the company’s rates and if you have to pay for mileage. Decide if you want a compact or sedan before making your reservation. When you pick up the car, ask where you should return it and if you must fill the tank before returning it. When the agent hands you the keys, you can be on your way!

46. According to the passage, why would a traveler not need to rent a car?
   A) The traveler is under the age of 25.
   B) The cost of renting a car may be too high.
   C) Traveling in a rental car can be a disaster.
   D) The city the traveler is visiting has a public transportation system.

47. According to the passage, what is the first question a traveler should ask when renting a car?
   A) How much does it cost to rent a car?
   B) Can I rent a sedan?
   C) Do I need to pay by the mile?
   D) Where should I return the car?

48. According to the passage, which statement is not true?
   A) A traveler should ask where to return a rental car.
   B) Travelers should ask if it is necessary to return a car with a full tank.
   C) It is best to decide what size of car you will need in advance.
   D) Traveling in a new place is always an exciting adventure.

49. According to the passage, how can a traveler make his or her journey a pleasant one?
   A) He or she can take the subway in all major cities.
   B) The traveler knows what questions to ask a car rental agency.
   C) He or she can save a lot of money in advance.
   D) The traveler can make a reservation for a car and hotel in advance.

50. In the last sentence of the passage, “When the agent hands you the keys, you can be on your way!” Which word can be used for “hands?”
   A) shows
   B) gives
   C) turns
   D) checks